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0. Introduction
K. Fukaya introduced in [11] a topology on a set of metric spaces equipped
with Borel measures, called the measured Hausdorff topology and discussed the
continuity of the eigenvalues of the Laplace operators of Riemannian manifolds
with uniformly bounded curvature. The purpose of the present paper is to
study more closely the Laplace operators of Riemannian manifolds which col-
lapse in this topology to a space of lower dimension while keeping their curvature
bounded.
0.1. According to [16], a map h:X—>Y of metric spaces is said to be an
£-Hausdorff approximation if |dis(#, x')—dis(A(#),h(x'))\ ^£ for all x,x' ^X
and the ^-neighborhood of the image h(X) coincides with Y. A sequence
of compact metric spaces {Xf} converges, by definition, to a compact metric
space Y in the Hausdorff distance if there are a sequence of positive numbers
{£(&')} going to zero as i tends to infinity and £(/)-Hausdorff approximations
hi: Xi~+ Y of Xi into Y. Moreovre when each metric space Xs is equipped
with a Borel measure μi of unit mass, according to [11], we say that {(Xg, μ, )}
converges to Y with a Borel measure μ^ of unit mass in the measured Hausdorff
topology, if in addition, these maps kg: Xg-* Y are Borel measurable and the
push-forward measure h^μ{ converges to μ^ in the weak* topology.
Now we shall consider a sequence of compact Riemannian manifolds
{(Mgygg)} of dimension m whose sectional curvature KM. is bounded uniformly
in its absolute value by a constant, say 1, and assume that tihs sequence converges
to a compact metric space Moo in the Hausdorff distance. When the volume of
Mf is bounded uniformly away from zero by a positive constant, Gromov's
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convergence theorem says that the Lipschitz distance between M, and Moo
actually goes to zero as i tends to infinity (cf. [16]). Moreover, we see that
Moo is a smooth manifold with a metric g» of class C1'* (0<α<l) and in fact
of the Sobolev spaces W2'p (l<p<<*>)), and there exists a diffeomorphism
/,.: M
Γ
>Moo (for large /) such that /,-*(£,-) converges to g» with respect to the C1'*
topology (cf. [27], [15], [21], and also [3]). In this case, we will be able to say
that the Laplace operator of Mi is sufficiently close to that of M«o for large i.
We remark that harmonic coordinates with certain properties (cf. §1.1) play
an important role in a proof of this convergence theorem.
On the other hand, when the volume of M{ goes to zero as i tends to infinity,
the geometric situation is more complicated. We recall here some parts of the
fibration theorem by Fukaya [10, 12, 13]. We first mention that there exists a
smooth manifold ίU with a metric of class C1** (and in fact of the Sobolev spaces
W2'*) on which the orthogonal group O(m) acts by isometrics in such a way
that Moo is isometric to the quotient space Foo/O(τ/z). Secondly if Moo becomes
a smooth manifold of positive dimension n (<ni), then there exists a fibration
f{: M -^ Moo (for large ί) such that (i) for all z eMoo, the diameter of /Γ1^)^
8(i)\(ii) f t is an £(i)-almost Riemannian submersion, that is, for all
x<Ξf7\z) and XtΞTMi normal to /Γ1^), (1-£(0)| <//,(<*) |
I dfi(X) I (Hi) the second fundamental form Ddff of /,- is bounded uniformly in
/, namely, | Ddf{ \ ^  C, where {£(/)} is a sequence of positive numbers going to
zero as / tends to infinity, and C is a posotive constant independent of /. See
also a recent paper of Cheeger, Fukaya and Gromov [6: §2] for a new proof of the
fibration theorem. In particular, we refer to it for the last assertion. At this
stage, we equip each manifold M, with the canonical probability measure μ{
(namely, μ,—the volume element divided by the volume), and we assume in ad-
dition that {M, } converges to M^ with a Borel measure μ* with respect to the
measured Hausdorfϊ topology. Then we may assume that the push-forward
measure /^(μ,-) of μ{ by the above fibration ff converges weakly to μ^ as i tends
to infinity. According to Fukaya [11, 13], the Laplace operator Δ, (acting on
functions) of M, is closely related to an operator -£χ> on M«, defined by
Xo h = — div(Xoo grad h) = Δoo A+grad(log X^h ,
/Voo
where XM denotes the density of the limit measure μ,oo which turns out to be a
positive function of class C1'* and in fact of the Sobolev spaces W2>p (cf. §1.4
of this paper). A main result in [11] says that for all k= 1,2, •••, the &-th
eigenvalue of Δ, conevrges to that of £<» as i goes to infinity. See also [13].
In this paper, we want to study more closely relationships between the Laplace
operator of M, and the operator £*> on M .^
0.2. Let us now state our main results.
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Theorem A. Let {M{} i=lt2t... be a sequence of m-dίmensional compact Rie-
mannίan manifolds the sectioanl curvature of which is bounded in its absolute value
by 1. Suppose Mi with the canonical probability measure μ{ converges to a com-
pact metric space M^ with a Borel measure μ^ of unit mass with respect to the mea-
sured Hausdorff topology, and further that ΛL, is a smooth manifold of dimension
n (0<n<m) (with a metric of class Clt" (any αe(0,, 1)). Then for large i, there
exists afibration Φ, : M^M^ with the following properties :
(I) f
where f{ : Mi->M00 is the fibration mentioned as above and {£(/)} is a sequence of
positive constants which tends to zero as i goes to infinity;
(II) given αe[0, 1), there exist a sequence {£'(&)} of positive constants tend-
ing to zero as i goes to infinity and a positive constant C depending only on ay m, n
and Moo such that for all %eC00(M00),
(i) (i-e
(l-ε'(i))Φf(\Ddh\)-ε'(i)Φf(\dh\)
on Mh
(ii) \Φm\c^(M^C\h\
c
^(Mj (Λ=0, 1, 2) ,
(iii) I Δ ΦfW-ΦfίXoΛ) I ^  ε'(i)Φ? ( \Ddh\ + \ d h \ ) ,
on Miy where Δf stands for the Laplace operator of M{ and £<*> is the operator
define din 0.1.
We remark that the constant C in this theorem actually can be chosen in
such a way that it depends only on α, m, n, the ' Curvature' ' (in generalized
sense) of M^cf. Fact 1.5 in §1.3) and the injectivity radius of M^.
Let Mi9 Moo and Φ, be as in Theorem A. For AeC^M,.), we define a
function Θ, (A) on M^ by
θf(A)(*) - - —, - ( h
Λ Λ ; 1
. Then we have the following
Theorem B. Let Miy Δf., Moo, -£», Φ, and θf : C^M^C^MJ be as
above. Given #^(0, 1) andp^(\t oo)^ there exists a sequence {£(*)} of positive con-
stants tending to zero as i goes to infinity such that for large i and
(i)
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(ϋ)
(iii) I X.ΘI(A)-Θ,(Δ,A) I ^ε(i) {θ,.( I Aft I )+(! +θ,( | A,, | )) | A | ci-
on M,*,, ίϋ/ίere ,^ denotes the mean curvature vector field along the fibers of Φ{
on M{,
(iv)
(v) I A-Φ*oθ,(A) I
 C°<M..) ^ «(0 1 A I C'
(vi)
(vίi) ||A-Φf
We should here explain the notations used in this theorem. For a smooth
function h on a Riemannian manifold M with a Borel measure μ, we set
U
^
When μ is the Riemannian voluem element of M, we write simply
for \\h\\
w
k.p(Mtv.
Theorems A and B will be proved, respectively, in Sections 2 and 3, after
some preliminaries in Section 1. As mentioned before, in case the injectivity
radii of the given manifolds in the theorems are bounded away from zero uniform-
ly, we can cover each of them with harmonic coordinates of certain uniform geo-
metric estimates. This fact has proved useful as the literature shows. Howe-
ver this is not the case in our theorems. The main idea of proving them is to con-
struct local fibrations by harmonic functions with geometric data, instead of
harmonic coordinate systems or local diffeomorphisms by harmonic functions.
0.3. Let {M,.} be a sequence of compact Riemannian manifold as in Theorem
A which converges to a metric space M^ in the Hausdorff distance. According
to [12], we consider the frame bundle FMi of M{ equipped with the canonical
Riemannian metric so that the fibers of FMt are totally geodesic and the section-
al curvature of FM{ remains bounded by a constant depending only on m. Let
.Foo be a metric space to which a subsequence of fFM, }, denoted again by
{FM{}, converges with respect to the Hausdorff distance. Then ίU turns out
to be a smooth manifold with a metric of class Clt" and the orthogonal group
O(ni) acts on ί\o as isometrics in such a way that M^ is isometric to the quotient
space ί1oo/(O(m). Moreover there exists an O(m) equivariant fibration /t : FM^
Foo with the same properties as the fibration /,-: M{—>M^ mentioned in 0.1 when
Moo is a manifold. See [12, 13] and also [6: §2] for details. When FM{ with
the canonical probability measure fa converges, with respect to the measured
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Hausdorff topology, to ίU with a Borel measure /&„ of unit mass (which is clearly
O(w)-invariant), we can apply Theorems A and B to FMiy F* and /,-: FM^F^
and we have a fib ration Φt : PM^F* which approximates /,- in the C° topology
(in fact, C1'* topology). We remark that in this case, the constant C in Theo-
rem A depends only on a, m, dim F^ and the injectivity radius of F* and that
Mf with the measure μ{ converges, in the measured Hausdorff topology, to M*
with the push-formward measure of /£«> by the projection of jFoo onto M^.
Through this fibration Φ, , we are able to compare approximately the space of
O(#z)-invariant (smooth) functions of F» with that of O(w)-invariant (smooth)
functions of the frame bundle FMf which can be identified with the space of
(smooth) functions of M, .
0.4. As an application, we can generalize the main result in [11] and show
that if a sequence of compact Riemannian w-manifolds with uniformly bounded
curvature and diameter converges with respect to the measured Hausdorff to-
pology, then not only the eigenvalues but their eigenfunctions converge in a
stronger topology than that of [11]. See [22] for details. Moreover in Sec-
tion 4, we investigate the energy spectrum of harmonic mappings into non-
positively curved manifolds and show certain continuity of the energy spectrum
in the topology of measured Hausdorff convergence (cf. Theorem 4.1).
Finally we would like to explain briefly a primary motivation of studying
the relationships between the Laplace operator of M{ and the operator -£Όo on
Moo as in Theorems A and B. Let Rm/T be a flat noncompact Riemannian
manifold of nontrivial fundamental group. This space can be seen as the total
space of a flat vector bundle over a compact flat Riemannian manifold, say Σ0> of
dimension k>0. Let Σ
r
(r>0) be the hypersurfaces of the points which have
equidistance r to the base Σ0> and consider a family {Σr} of compact Riemannian
manifolds by setting Σ
r
=— Σ
r
. Then this family provides us a typical example
r
of Riemannian manifolds collapsing to a lower dimensional space while keeping
their curvatures and diameters bounded as r goes to infinity. In fact as r goes
to infinity, Σ
r
 converges, with respect to the measured Hausdorff topology, to the
quotient space Σoo of the unit sphere 5™-*-1 (1) by a closed subgroup K of
O(m—k), where K is determined by the action of Γ and the limit measure is
the purh-forward of the canonical measure on Sm~k~l(l) by the projection of
Sm~k~1(l) onto Σoo. On the other hand, the space of harmonic functions on
Rm/T (and its perturbation) is closely related to the eigenvalues and the eigen-
functions of the operator associated with the measure on the quotient space Σoo.
In view of this example, we expect that Theorems A and B (and their local
forms) would be of some use in investigating function theoretic properties of
noncompact Riemannian manifolds. Subsequently, based on the results of this
paper, we want to discuss harmonic functions of polynomial growth on certain
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open Riemannian manifolds (cf. [22], [23, II]).
During the preparation of the first version of this paper, the author re-
ceived the preprint of [6], Theorem 2.6 in which allowed him to make the ori-
ginal arguments of this paper clearer. He is grateful to Kenji Fukaya for send-
ing it. The last section is concerned with harmonic mappings and it has been
added in this revised one. The author would like to thank Hisashi Naito for
helpful conversations on this subject.
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1. Preliminaries
We will recall here some known results and give a few lemmas on manifolds
of bounded curvature, to prove Theorems A and B.
1.1. Harmonic coordinates
Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension m such that the
sectional curvature KM satisfies: \KM\ ^Λo for a positive constant Λ0. Let x
be a point of M and exp
 x
 : TXM->M the exponential map of M at x. We will
identify the tangent space TXM with Euclidean space R
m
 by a linear isometry.
Then for a positive number r less than τr/Λ0, the exponential map induces a local
diffeomorphism from the Euclidean ball Bm(r) onto the geodesic ball B(x, r) of
M with radius r around x. Let g* be the pull-back metric on Bm(r). If we take
r so small that r is less than a positive constant C0 depending only on m and ΛQ,
then we can find a (harmonic) coordinate system φ=(xι, •••, x
m
) on Bm(r) which
has the following properties (see [19], [20] for details):
(i) All components Xj are harmonic functions with respect to g*.
(ii) If we write the metric g* in this coordinate system as
then the coefficients g%(x) satisfy:
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for all x^φ(Bm(r)) and ζ=(ξ\ •••, ξm)GRu, where CΊ and C2 are positive con-
stants depending only on m and ΛQ.
(iii) Given #e(0, 1), there exists a positive constant C3 depending only
on my ΛQ and α such that the Holder norms of gfk satisfy
and given ^>e(l, co), there exists a positive constant C4 depending only on
ΛQ and p such that the Sobolev norms satisfy
(iv) If we assume that the z-th covariant derivative of the Ricci tensor
RicM of M satisfies :
for a constant Λ
n
, then there is a constant C3ttl depending only on my n, a,
and Λ
w
 such that
Here and after when we consider the Holder and Sobolev norms of functions
on a fixed coordinate neighborhood as above, we follow the usual notaions for
them (cf. [14]).
In relation with the regularity properties of Riemannian metrics in terms of
the harmonic coordinates described as in (i)~(iii), we recall here the following
Fact 1.1. On the set of complete Riemannian manifolds M=(M,g) of dimen-
sion m with \KM\ 5^1, there exists for all £>0, a smoothing operator, g-*Sf(g)=
g', such that
(i)
(ii) \
(in) |D"Ή'|ίSΛ
Λ
K£) (n=l,2, ),
where D (resp., D1} denotes the Riemannian connection of g (resp., g')
s
 R' stands
for the curvature tensor of g'} and {Kn(m, 6)} is a sequnece of positive constants
depending only on m and £. Moreover at x^M, the value of g f depends only
on g I B(x, i). Finally any ίsometry of g is also an isometry of g' .
This theorem is due to Abresch [1]. See also [4], [6; §1].
1.2. A regularity estimate on manifolds of bounded curvature
Let M=(M,g) be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension m with
\KM\ ^Λo We will use the same notations as in 1.1, and in addition, we denote
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by dv* the volume element of the Riemannian metric g* on Bm(r). Let us first
show the following
Lemma 1.2. For a positive number a less than τr/4Λ0 and for a nonnegatίve
continuous function f on a geodesic ball B(x, 4ά), it holds :
Vol(B(x,a)) J*<*..Γ
where /*— /°exρ
Λ
 and V*(ά) stands for the volume of a ball Bm(ά) with respect to
the pull-back metric g* .
Proof. We first observe that for a positive number a less than τr/2Λ0 and
for all y^B(x, a),
(1.1) %{v(ΞBm(2a): exp
x
v = y}^{v^Bm(a): exp
x
v = *},
(1.2) #iv€ΞBT(2a): exp, v = *} ^${vtΞBm(a): exp, v = y}.
Then it follows from (1.1) that
*,* = ( f(y) %{vtΞBm(2aγ exp,
 v
 = y}
JB(x,2a)
In particular, we have
F*(2α)^#{ϋ(Ξ#>): exp^ ϋ = x} \o\(B(x, a))
Similarly by (1.2), we have
/* dv*^${vtΞBm(2a): exp, t, =
)
a)£#{oGB*(2a): exPjc i; = Λ?> Vol(JB(Λ?, α)) .
Thus it is easy to see that the lemma holds.
Now using harmonic coordinates with the properties described in 1.1 (i)~
(iii), and combining Lemma 1.2 together with the elliptic regularity theory (cf.
[14]) and the standard covering argument, we have the following
Lemma 1.3. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension m such
that the sectional curvature KM is bounded in its absolute value by a positive constant
ΛQ. Then for given positive numbers p^(\, oo), d
λ
 and d2, there is a positive con-
stant C depending only on m, Λ0ίp, dί and d2 such that for all smooth functions f on
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a geodesic ball B(x, b) around a point x with radius b ^ dl and for all a with 0<a<b
i\\f\\L*(B(Xιb»+\\Af\
where Δ/ stands for the Laplacίan off.
1.3. Smooth Hausdorff approximations
In this section, we recall some basic results, that we need in this paper, on
collapsing Riemannian manifolds while keeping their curvature bounded. See
[10, 12, 13] and [6: §2] for details.
Let {M{} be a sequence of compact Riemannian manifolds of dimension m
with I KM I ^  1 and assume that {M,.} converges to a metric space M^ in the
HausdorfF topology as i goes to infinity. We first recall the following
Fact 1.4 (Fukaya [12,13]). Let {M^ and M^ be as above. Then there exists a
smooth manifold F^ with a metric of class Cl>* (0<α<l) on which the orthogonal
group O(m) acts by isometries in such a way that M^ is isometric to the quotient
space F00IO(m).
When Moo becomes a manifold, M* is a smooth manifold with a metric g*>
of class Ol *(Q<a<l) and in fact of the Sobolev spaces W2 p(l<p<oo). To
show Fact 1.4, Fukaya [12] considered the frame bundle FMi of M, equipped
with the canonical Riemannian metric so that the sectional curvature of FM{
remains bounded by a constant depending only on m. F^ is a limit of {FM{}
with respect to the Hausdorff distance. Although the smoothness of the met-
rics of the limit spaces can not be expected, we are able to make use of Fact 1.1.
Actually, we have
Fact 1.5 (Fukaya [13]). Let {M{} and M^ be as above. Suppose M<» is
a smooth manifold. Then there is a sequence of smooth approximations {g(^} (0<δ)
for the metric g* of M^ such that they have the same properties as in (i) and (if)
of Fact 1.1 and also
I the sectional curvature ofg£ ) | ^
for some positive constant Λ0 which is independent of (small) δ.
We should mention further the following
Fact 1.6 (Fukaya [10,12,13]). Let {Mf} and M«, be as above. Suppose M<»
is a smooth manifold of positive dimension n (0<n<m). Then there exists a fibra-
M -^ Moo (for every large i) satisfying
(i) for all z e MMf the diameter offτ\z) ^ 6(i)
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(ii) f{ is an B(i)-almost Riemannian submersion, that is, for all
x(=f7\z), and X(Ξ TXM{ normal tofτ\z),
(ϋi) the second fundamental form Ddf{ of f is bounded uniformly in ί,
namely,
where {B(ΐ)} is a sequence of positive constants going to zero as i tends to infinity,
and C is a positive constant depending only on m, n, Λ0 as in Fact 1.5 and the
lower bound of the injectivity radius of M^.
See Cheeger, Fukaya and Gromov [6: §2] and also the arguments therein
for a new proof of this fact and in particular the last assertion in this form.
REMARK 1.7. Consider the case M^ is not a smooth manifold, and assume
that a sequence of the frame bundles {FMf} converges to a metric space J5U
with respect to the Hausdorff distance. As we mentioned above, ίΌo is in fact a
smooth manifold with a metric of class C1'* and the orthogonal group O(m)
acts on it as isometries in such a way that M^ is isometric to the quotient space
jFoo/O(ffί). Moreover there exists an O(m) equivariant fibration f^FM^F^
(for large ί) which satisfies the assertions of Fact 1.6 (the constant C there depends
in this case only on m, n and the lower bound of the injectivity radius of JPoo).
See the references cited above for these facts.
1.4. Regularity of limit measure in measured Hausdorff convergence
Let {Mf}, Moo and/,- be as in Fact 1.6, and let M{ be equipped with the canoni-
cal probability measure μ{ (=the volume element /Vol(M,.)). Suppose in addi-
tion that {M,.} converges to M*. with a Borel measure μ^ in the measured
Hausdorff topology, that is, the push-forward measure /^μ,- converges weakly to
μoo. We denote by g{ (resp., £< δ)) the Riemannian metric of Mi (resp., the ap-
proximations of gf as in Fact 1.1). When we consider M{ with £(,δ) (δ being
fixed), taking a subsequence if neccesarily, we may assume that (Miyg(V) con-
verges to the smooth Riemannian manifold (M^g^) in the measured HausdorίF
topology. Then we have a fibration /(,8): (Λf|.,^δ))->(M0o,^r(of)) as in Fact 1.6 and
the limit measure μlf to which the push-forward measure /(t *V
(
ί
δ)
 °f the cannoni-
cal probability measure μ((
δ)
 converges weakly. In this case, Fukaya [13] shows
that the density %(J) of the limit measure μ(^ is a smooth positive function on
Moo, and as for the regularity of the limit measure μ^ the arguments there sug-
gest that the density λL is of class C l fβ (0<α<l) and actually of the Sobolev
spaces W2ιp (l<p<oo). Since this does not seem to be clear from the argu-
ments there and we need some estimates on %oo in the proof of Theorem A, we
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will prove it. In what follows, we assume that the injectivity radius of M*> is
bounded from below by a positive constant ι.
Since what we need are mainly some local properties of the limit measure,
we first discuss locally on the problem. Consider M« equipped with the metric
g(Jί } for a while. Let us take a point p «, of M*> and choose a (harmonic) coordi-
nate system ψ =(#ι, •••,#„) which has the properties described in 1.1 (i)~(ϋi).
We may assume that -\/r is defined on a geodesic ball B(p
ooy C5) and ^]r(B(p00> C5))
contains a Euclidean ball J5n(C6), where C5 and C5 depend only on n, Λ0 and ι.
Here ΛQ is as in Fact 1.5. Note that the constants C1~C4 in 1.1 (ii) and (iii)
depend also on ι in this case. We write the metric g™ in this coordinate system
We want ot obtain certain regularity estimates for the limit measures μ(J} (and
then μ«.) on the ball Sn(C6), using the regulairty properties of g£>Jk (j, k=
l, ,n).
Let/(,δ): (M^^J-^Mβo,^) be a fibration as above and define a function
Θ
(V on Moo by fl?)(»)=Vol((/(fβ))-l(«)). Then #δ) satisfies
(1.3)
because of Fact 1.1 (for/(,δ)), where C7 is a positive constant depending only on
m, n, ΛQ and t. Moreover we define a function ^δ) on B*(CQ) by
Then by (1.3) and the fact that /(δ) is an £(x')-almost Riemannian submersion
with €(i) tending to zero as i goes to infinity, we have
(1.4)
for some positive constants C8 and C9 depending only on m, n, ΛO and ι. Let
us here define an elliptic differential operator _/5δ) of second order by
)ίr<8> '*
where G(ί)=det[^Lδ)yt]1/2 and [£(J)J'*] is the inverse matrix of [g^μ]. Given
(0, C0), we solve the following Dirichlet problems:
= 0 in B (r)v
 'Π 5\
^
 j
 ^Z on
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(y=l, ••-,#). Then it turns out from (1.4) and the standard elliptic regularity
theory (cf. [14] and also [17]) that for a positive constant C10 depending only
on m,nyΛ0 and *, the following assertions (1.6) (i)~(iϋ) hold on Bn(r0) for
(i) #V°=(MW1, -> ^ δ)n) defines a diffeomorphism of B"(rQ) onto itself;
(ii) given α(Ξ (0,1),
(1.6) IWcWr^Cii
for a positive constant C
n
 depending only on m, n, ΛQ, t and α;
(iii) for aliy=l, •••, n,
for a positive constant C12 depending only on m, n, Λ0 and t.
In addition, we may assume that for ally, k=ly ~ ,n9
(1.7) I £« (grad *»», grad Λ?>*)-δy, | £
(cf. (1.6) (iii) and 1.1 (ii)). We assume now that the measure ζc
converges weakly to a measure, as / goes to infinity. Then the density ξ(*? of the
limit measure coincides with fr%(0f
)
 and it satisfies (1.4), where b is a positive
number given by ό=lim
ί>00 Vol^/Volt/^)-1^^, C5)). We remark that by
Bishop-Gromov's inequality,
where C13 is a positive constant depending only on m, C5 and diam(Λfoo). More-
over we may assume thta H(P converges, as i goes to infinity, to a diffeomorphism
of Bn(rQ) onto itself in the Clt<* topology (0<α<l). Each component
w
 of H^ is the solution of the Dirichlet problem:
n
(
 '
 J
 y on dB
n(r0) ,
where -£>ϋ) is the operator given by
8
.Ίd*t
Let us consider in turn the manifold Mi equipped with the metric g^\
Choose a pointy in such a way that f(t8\pi)=p<*>. Let exρ, : TpMr >M{ be the
exponential mapping at/>, . As in 1.1, we will identify the tangent space Tp.Mi
with Euclidean space Rn by a linear isometry and use a harmonic coordinate
system φ=(χly •••, xm) with the propeties described in 1.1. Then taking a sub-
sequence if neccesarily, we may assume that on Bm(r) (r^C0), the pull-back
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metric gφ* converges to a (smooth) metric g£>*. We set /^^/^oexp,.. Then
as i goes to infinity, /Φ converges to a submersion Πlf from Bm(r) onto a neigh-
borhood t/ίf of ^o. By choosing r'0 and ^ appropriately, we may assume that
Bn(rί)c: ί/(00δ)=ΠLδ)(βw(r1))cSn(r0), where rί and ^  are positive constants depend-
ing only on m, n, Λ0 and ι. We observe that Π2* is actually a Riemannian sub-
mersion with respect to the metrics ^2}* and £2}, and that the mean curvature
vector field ij™* of the fibers is basic, namely, horizontal and projectable, since
Π
(
o!) coincides with the projection of Bm(r^) onto £/£? by the isometric action of
a Lie group germ (cf. [16], [12, 13]). Moreover if we denote by τ(Ώ2?) the ten-
sion field of Π2>, then τ(U^)^-dΠZ\ηZ^)=(grad log &S>)oΠZ\ This implies
that each component of H^oTL^ is harmonic (with respect to the metric g(^*).
Hence given αe(0, 1), we have
for a positive constant C14 depending only on m, n, Λ0 and ι ( c f . l.l(i)~(iii)).
Thus taking account of (1.7), we see that given jpe(l, oo),
from which it follows that
Here C14^ ^C18 are positive constants depending only on my n, Λ0, ι and p.
We have discussed so far the sequence of Riemannian manifolds (Miyg(^)
and its limit (Moo, g£*) with respect to the measured Hausdorff topology, while
keeping a (small) positive number δ fixed. However as we have shown, all
constants in the above estimates are able to be taken independently of δ. Thus
the following results hold.
Lemma 1.8. Let £S>*,g<S> and Πlδ): BΛ(rl)-+U<$ (^eC/^cM.) be as
above. Suppose that for a sequence {8j} going to zerO g®?** (resp.} ^2y)) converges in
the C1'" topology to a metric g* (resp.^g^) of class C l f<* (0<α<l) and further Π2y)
converges to a map Π^: Bm(r1)-+U00 of Bm(r^) onto a neighborhood £/«, of p*>. Then
Πoo is a Riemannian submersion of class C2t* with respect to the limit metrics g*> and
goo such that the mean curvature vector field ηt along the fibres of EL is basic and
the tension field τ(Πoo) is given by τ(Πoo)— — ^ Πoo(τ7*)=(grad log %oo)oΠcc. More-
over given p^(\, oo ), the covariant derivative D-η*> (with respect to g*) satisfies
where C is a positive constant depending only on m (=dim M^, n (=dim
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Λ0 (as in Fact 1.5), i (— a lower bound of the ίnjectivity radius of (M^g^)) and p.
Lemma 1.9. Let MTO be as in Theorem A and let my n, Λ0 and i be as above.
(i) The density %« of the limit measure μ^ on M^ satisfies
where C is a positive constant depending only on m, ny Λ0, i and d (=an upper bound
of the diameter of M00}) and also C' is a positive constant depending only on m,
n, Λ0 and i, Furthermore given p^ (I, oo),
where C" is a positive constant depending only on my ny Λ0, i, d and p.
(ii) For all points pM of M^ there are a positive constant r0(<t) depending
only on m, n, Λ0 and i, and a coordinate system φ— (hly •• ,hn): B(p00) r0)->
Φ(B(p00) r0)) such that any component kj of φ satisfies
-CJιf := (Δ.+grad log %„) hj = 0
where Δ« stands for the Laplace operator of M^. Moreover given
where C(3) is a positive constant depending only on m, n} Λ0, i and p.
2. Construction of Fibration and Proof of Theorem A
Let {(M,.. μ,.)}, (Moo, μoo) and Xo(=Δ«+grad log%oo) be as in Theorem
A and l e t f f : (M^g^^M^g^) be a fibration as in Fact 1.6. In order to prove
Theorem A, we first perturb this fibration locally and then construct a submer-
sion with certain additional properties, making use of a center-of-mass technique.
2.1. Local fibrations by harmonic functions
We begin with the construction of local fibrations, using certain harmonic func-
tions. We fix a sufficiently small positive number r as in Lemma 1.9 (ii).
Let ^oo be a point of Moo and pi a point of M, such that
0, r)) (cM, ) for simplicity. For a given function h^C2tΛ(B(p00, r))
which satisfies: _£.λ:=(Δoo+grad log'X,
e<>)h=Q in B(p«»r}, consider a unique
solution hi of the Dirichlet problem:
Δfλf = 0 in t/f
Af = Λo/^ on 9C7f .
Then applying a gradinet estimate by Cheng-Yau [7] to hf, we have
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— ) {max
β
(
ίoofr) h-mmB(pootr) h}
r))
for all z^B(p
ooy r) and all x^f~\z), where Cl is a constant depending only on
the dimension m of M, . This implies that for all
max/Γιω h{- min/Γιω h^
As in Section 1.1, let expf : TpM^Mf denote the exponential map of M{ at
ph and identify the tangent space Tp.Mi with Euclidean m-space R
m
 by choos-
ing an orthonormal basis of TpMf. Moreover we use a harmonic coordinate
system (xl9 •••, xm) defined on the ball Bm(3r) in Rm which has the properties de-
scribed in 1.1 (i)^(iii) (r is asumed to be small enough). We consider a family
of functions h:f:=hiotχp. (for large i) on domains Uf :=exp71(Z7/) ΓiBm(2r). We
first observe that the C0>* norm of h* on Uf and the C3>α> norm of hf on a fixed
compact subdomain V* of C/f are bounded uniformly in /. More precisely,
given cκE (0, 1), there is a positive constant C2 depending only on m, the con-
stant C in Fact 1.6 (iii), α and the C0>* norm of the given solution h such that
(2-2)
'2 >
and in addition, there is a positive constant C3 depending only on m, a,
dis(F*, QUf ) and the C° norm of h on jB(^oo, r) such that
(2.3) I Λ f l c M ^ Cs.
These estimates are derived from the standard elliptic regularity theory (cf.
[14]) and the regularity properties of the pull-back metrics g f^exp? gf in
terms of the harmonic coordinates as above.
To make our arguments here clearer, we will descuss under the following
hypothesis: as i goes to infinity, a sequence of the pull-back metrics {#?} con-
verges in the Clt<* topology to a Clf<* metric £* on J5w(3r) and moreover a family
of the mappings {/f} defined by /?:=/ι °exp, : Bm(3r)-*M00 converges in the
C1'* topology to a fibration Πod Bm(3r)-*M00 wiiich is a Riemannina submersion
of class C2'* with respect to the limit metric £*. As noted at the end of 1.4,
the mean curvature vector field η*> of the fibres of ΓU is basic and satisfies:
where C4 is a positive constant depending only on m and r, and furthermore
the tension field τ(Πoo) satisfies:
τ(Πoo) - -dΠ^η*) - (grad log %«)oΠ»
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Obviously {Uf} converges to U*:=Π-\B(p», r))ΓlBm(2r). Now we claim that
{&?} converges to the harmonic function ht:=hoΐI00 (with respect to the limit
metric g*) in such a way that for any compact subdomain F* of £7*.
(2.4) lim^oo I Kt-h* I c*-(v> = 0 .
Indeed, for a given subsequence, say {/#}, of {A?}, by (2.2) and (2.3), we can
find a subsequence of {hf} which converges to some Λ'eC°(t/*) ΓlC3'*([7*) in
the same manner as in (2.4). It is clear that h' is harmonic with respect to the
limit metric g*, and h'=h* on 9U* Π Bm(2r). Moreover by (2.1), we see that hr is
constant along the fibers of the projection EL, namely there is h/f^C°(B(p
ooy r))
nC2'%B(^>oo,r)) such that h'=hf'°Π» and A"= h on 8B(p00,r). Since A" also
satisfies: J^00h
/f
=Q on B(p
ooy r), the uniqueness of solution of Dirichlet problem
shows that h" coincides with h. Thus our claim is clear.
Based on what we have just observed, we shall next construct a local fibra-
tion of a neighborhood of pi over that of p^. By Lemma 1.9(ii), we have a co-
ordinate system H= {hly •••, hn} defined on B^p**, r) whose components are solu-
tions of equation: .£.^ =0. We may assume that H(B(pOOJ r))=B"(l) (dR")
and all components h
β
 belong to C2tΛ(B(p009 r)), and further that H(B(p«>, r/5))c
5M(2/5)cBrt(3/5)cίί(B(ί00, 4r/5)), by taking r small enough. Let Γ7, and Uf as
above. Let hitβ(β=l, •••, ^) be solutions of the following Dirichlet problems:
ΔΛ.p = 0 in E7,
hitβ = ftβof. on 8t7 f.
Moreover we put H{: = {hi>ly -, AM}: C7^BΛ(1), F^^H^oH^ Ui-^B(p00,r)
and jPf^F oexp,-: Uf-^B(p
ooί
r). Then {//oFf} converges to #oΠoo in the
same manner as in (2.4). In particular, we have
where C5 depends only on TW and r. This implies that if we set W{: =
F^l(B(poo, 4r/5)) for simplicity, Ff: Wi-^B(pOOJ 4r/5) becomes a submersion satis-
fying
max (
where {£(/)} denotes a sequence of positive numbers which goes to zero as ί
tends to infinity, and moreover it will be kept to stand for such a sequence in
what follows. To describe some other properties of the submersions Fi9 it is
convenient to fix several notations here. For a point #e W{ and a tangent vec-
tor E^T
x
Miy we denote by ^(Λ?), <#,(#), ^ .E, and &$, respectively, the sub-
space of T
x
Mi which consists of vectors tangent to the fiber F^F^x)) through
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x, the orthogonal complement of CV^x) in T
x
Mi9 the ^-(^-component of E, the
^.(^-component of E. We may call Φ, (.*) and Sί{(x), respectively, the vertical
subspace at x and the horizontal subspace at x (of the fibration F{: W{->
B(p
ooy 4r/5)). Correspondingly we have two distributions cVi and *#,- called the
vertical distribution and the horizontal distribution. cVi and ^ί{ also denote the
projections onto them. For a vector field X on B(ρ
ooy 4r/5), we denote by j£ the
vector field on W{ satisfying
As in [26], we define (2,1) tensor fields A(Fi] and T(Fi) on W{ whose values
on vector fields El9 E2 are, respectively, given by
v E2) :==
Moreover it is also convenient to define a (2, 1) tensor field B(F{) on W{ by
B(FI)(E1, E2) := MDifr-iD^jίFKEW .
We observe that
dF WF,)^ E2)) = -DdF^, E2) .
We remark here that the tensor B(F) of a submersion F: N-*M between Rieman-
nian manifolds N and M vanishes on the horizontal distribution if it is a Rieiran-
nain submersion (cf. [26]). In particular, since the projection FL: (£/*,££)-*
B(p
ooί
 r) is a Riemannian submersion (of class C2**), the tensor field -B(Πoo) o^
this fibration vanishes on the horizontal distributions of ΓU. Namely we
have
B(EL)(Z*, Y*) = 0
for all horizontal vectors X* and Y* of the fibration Πoo.
We are now in a position to summarize what we have observed so far in the
following assertions (i)
(i) max {di
(ii) Fj is an £(ί)-almost Riemannian submersion;
(iii) if we denote by η^x) the mean curvature at a point x of the fiber
(iv) max{(|S(F,.)(Z, Y)\:X, Y^M,(x\ \X\ = \ F | = 1,
(v) max { I DdF{ \ (x) : x e Ff\B(p^ 4r/5))} ^  C in particular,
max{ I A(Fi) \ (x): x<=Fτl(B(p-9 4r/5))} ^ C;
max{ I Ί\Ff) \ (x) : *eFτ\B(p.9 4r/5))} ^  C ,
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where C is a positive constant depending only on m and r. In addition, by Lem-
ma 1.2, we see that given/>e(l, oo),
where C' is a positive constant dependign only on m, r and p.
2.2. Construction of global fibration
In this section, we will construct a global fibration of Mi onto Mw by apply-
ing a center-of-mass technique to the local fibrations constructed in 2.1. In
general, the metric g» of ΛL, may not be smooth. In order to carry out our con-
struction, we will use a family of smooth Riemannian metrics {g(®} on Moo which
has the properties described in Fact 1.5. Let us fix a small positive constant r
as in 2.1 and take a (finite) family of points {p«,
β
} of M*, in such a way that
dis(/>oo^,^oo
r
)^^/10 if pooβφpπr and the union of the geodesic balls B(p
ooβyrl5)
covers Moo. Let H
β
=(h%, •••, hζ): B(p^y r)->J3Λ(l) be a coordinate system such
that the components of H
β
 are the solutions of equation: _£Ji£=0 on B(p
ooβy r)
(ι/=l, •••, ri). As in 2.2, if we set Uitβ:=fT1(B(pooβy r)) (cMt ) and define maps
Fiιβ: Uitβ-^>B(p<»βy r) in such a way that Δ^i(HβoFifβ)=0 on Uitβ and Fitβ—fi on
dUitβy then Fitβ gives a fibration over B(pooβy 4r/5) (for large ί) and has the pro-
perties (i)^(vi) described at the end of 2.1. Let us now fix a smooth function
ξ(s) on R which satisfies: ζ(s)=l if \s\ ^ 2/5, ξ(s)=Q if |j| ^3/5 and 0^
for all .^ Define smooth functions iξ{tβ} on Mt by
Then by (2.3), we get a partition of unity iξ{tβ}β on M, subordinate to the
covering {Witβ:=Fτ1(B(poί)βf 4r/5))} such that given αre(0, 1) and/>e(l, oo),
where C6 (resp., C7) is a positive constant depending only on m, r and α (resp,
m, r, diam M*, and p). We fix sufficiently large / and small δ for a while. Then
it is not hard to see that for any point x^ Witβ (Ί Witf and tangent vectors X, Y e
Γ^M,- of unit Inegth,
(2.7) I dFitβ(X)-P$(dFit,(X)) I
(2.8) I DP>dFi9β(X, Y)-P®(DWdF^(Xy Y)) \ ^
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Here {τ(δ)} denotes a sequence of positive numbers which goes to zero as δ
tends to zero. Since Fitβ has the property (i) at the end of 2.1, there is a unique
minimal geodesic (with respect to g(J?) joining Fit^(x) with Fitβ(x) for any #e
Witβ Π Witγ. Pj$ denotes the parallel displacement along it. Moreover D(δ)
stands for the Riemannian connection with respect to g£\
Now for sufficiently large ί and small δ, we have a smooth map Φf>δ of
Mi onto Moo which is the center-of-mass with respect to {Fifβ, ξitβ} and g£\
Namely, Φ,
 tδ is defined by
f^V,.^ ) = 0
,.), where exρ(δ) denotes the exponential map with respect to g£* (cf.
[5]). It is obvious that Φ,
 >δ satisfies
(2.9) max{dis(/,(«), ΦM(*)): *eM, } ^ fi(ι) .
We denote by Λ^δ) and Λ2(δ), respectively, the upper bounds of the norms of
the covariant derivatives Z)(δ)7?
δ
 and Z)(δ)D(a)jR
δ
 of the curvature tensor R6 of g£\
Let us here take a sequence {δ/} in such a way that both Λι(δf)£(ί) and
Λ2(δf)£(ί)2 go to zero as i tends to infinity. We write Φ, for Φί>δί. Then the
properties of {Fitβ} stated at the end of 2.1 and the standard comparison argu-
ments applied to the center-of-mass Φ, (cf. Lemmas A.l^Ά.3 in Appendix)
together with (2.6)~(2.9) yield the following
Theorem A'. Let {M{} and M^ be as in Theorem A. Then for large i,
there exists a fibration Φi : M^M^ such that
(i) max{dis(/,(#), Φ,(*)) : x^Mt} £6(i)
(ii) Φ,- ί's an ε(i)-almost Riemannian submersion;
(iii) if Tji denotes the mean curvature vector field along the fibers of Φif it
holds that
long%«)oφ,(*)| :
(iv) the tensor field J5(Φ, ) satisfies
(v) the second fundamental form DdΦf of Φ, satisfies
and in particular it holds that
Here B(Φi)ί A(Φf) and T(Φf) are respectively the (2, 1) tensor fields on Mi defined
as in 2.1, {£(/)} is a sequence of positive numgers going to zero as i tends to infinity,
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and C is a positive constant depending only on m (=dim Mt ), w(=dim M*,), "the
curvature bound" Λ0/0r M^ as in Fact 1.5 and a lower bound c of the injectivity
radius of M^. In addition, given p^(\y oo), φ$. satisfies :
(vi) I I I Λ J
where Cf is a positive constant depending only on m, n> Λ0, i, diam M*> and p.
It is not hard to derive Theorem A from this.
3. Proof of Theorem B
Let Φf : Mf-Wlfe, be as in Theorem A (or A'). For a smooth function h
on Mj. we define a smooth function θ, (λ) on M^ by
In the following, we denote as before by η{ the mean curvature vector field
along the fibers of Φ, , and also by 6(i) a sequence of positive numbers tending
to zero as i goes to infinity.
3.1. Proofs of (i), (v) and (vi) in Theorem B
Let X be a vector field on M» and j£ the horizontal lift of X with respect to
the fibration Φ, : Mf-^M^. Then a direct computation shows that
(3.1) rf
Hence we have by Theorem A' (i) and (ii) that
(3.2) irfθKΛXJO-θrfdfctf))! ^ε(i)\θ{(h)\
from which the first assertion of the theorem follows easily. The estimate (v)
is a direct consequence of the fact that diam(Φ7l(z))<^£(i) for all z^M^. To
prove the estimate (vi), we need the following
Lemma 3.1. Let h be a smooth function on M{. Then :
(i) for all vertical vector V^^V^x) at a point
(ii) for all vectors X tangent to M
m
 at a point z, and for all points x, yG
ΦΓX*),
\dht(±)-dh}(±) I <;£(*) i h i CM**,, \x\.
This lemma will be proved later. Now we want to complete the proof of the
estimate (vi). By virtue of the first asseition of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show
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that
for a tangent vector X of M^ at a point z and a point x&Φ7\z). This follows
from (3.2) and the second assertion (ii) of Lemma 3.1. Indeed,
\X\
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let B(pitr) be a geodesic ball around a point />,-
with radius r, which is less than ^C0, where C0 is a positive constant as in 1.1
(Λ0=l). As before, we will identify the tangent space at p{ with Λm, denoted by
exp, the exponential mapping at p{ and use a harmonic coordinate system
(#!, •-, x
m
) with the properties described in 1.1. For a point x of !?(£„ r) and a
unit vertical vector F at x, we take Λ?*e5w(r) with exp, x*=x, and then denote
by F* the vector at #* such that Jexpt-(F*)=F. Let ξ*(s) be a unique goedesic
(with respect to the pull-back metric £*) starting at #* to the direction of F*.
In terms of the coordinates (xl9 •••, xm), the components ξf(s) of |*(s) satisfy:
.ι er ef'Twe*) = o (/=ι, -, m) ,
where {'Tj*} stands for the Christoffel symbols of the metric g f . Clearly there
is a positive constant Cl scuh that
(3.3) Iff'I^C,, Iff'I^C!,
(/=!, •••, /«), where Cl is a constant depending only on m. We set A*:=Aoexρ>..
Then we have
(3.4) ^ΣΓ
where C2 is a constant depending only on m. Suppose | dh(V) \ does not vanish,
and take two positive numbers d and d', respectively, such that
and
Then we get
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I (A*of*)' (*)!£! dh(V) I - 1 (A*of *)' (*)-(A*«g*)' (0) I
^— -
for any $e [0, </']. Therefore it follows that
(3.5) l(**of*)(')-*V)l έ-ίrf* |*
On the other hand, we see that
*)(,)-A*(«*)| = \h(ξ(s))-h(X)\ (ξ(s) :=exp,g*(ι))
(3.6) ^ |
), ff ,(*))},
where ff, (Λ?) stands for the fiber of the fibration Φ;: M^M^ through x. Ob-
serve that
(3.7) dis(^),3 ^ ))^C3ί2
because of Theorem A' (v), where C3 is a constant depending only on the con-
stant C in Theorem A' (v). Thus it follows from (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) that
(3.8) C3ί2-— ds+S^Q for any *<Ξ[0,<Γ],
where we have set δl :=max{diam(3rί(Λ?)): #eM,}. Therefore we can find
positive constants C4 and C5 depending only on C3 in such a way that if d is
less than C4, then rf must be less than C5δi
/2
. This implies that
which proves the first assertion of the lemma. As for the second one, we claim
that when \X\ =1, the covariant derivative of X in the direction of a unit ver-
tical vector V is uniformly bounded by a constant C6 depending only on the
constant C as above. Indeed, for any unit vertical vector W> we have
\g,(D
v
±,W)\ = \gi(±,
Similarly, for any unit horizontal vector Y, we have
\gi(Dr±, Y)\
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These show our claim. Now it is easy to see that the second assertion of the
lemma holds to be ture. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
3.2. Proof of (ii), (iϋ), (iv) and (vii) in Theorem B
We first carry out direct computations of the hessain Dd&{(h) of &{(h) and get
(3.9) Ddθt(k)(X, X) = e(
Π3(h ,X,X)+Ώt(h ,X,X),
where we have put
Π2(A; X, X) = θtdhWΦMX, XM+θthgtBiΦMX, X), ,,))+
Θ,.(A)θ,te,(B[Φ,.](l, 1), vi))+®i(dh(A[Φi](X, X))) ,
Π3(h;X, X) = 2&i(dh(X)gί(X,
Π4(A; X, X) =
Applying Theorme A' and Lemma 3.1(i) to Π2(A; X, X), we have
Moreover using Theorem A' as in (3.2), we see that
\π
a
(h ,x,X)\^ε(i)\h\
c
>
ίMί)\
Since Π4(A; X, X)=ϊl4(h—c; X, X) for any constant c, it is clear that
Hence it follows from these inequalities and (3.9) that
(3.10) \Ddθi(h)(X,X)-
In particular, we have
where we have used Theorem A' and the fact that for any/eC~(Mj),
This can be also derived from Theorem A'. Thus we have shown the estimate
(ii) in theorem B.
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We are now in a position of verify the third estimate (iii) in Theorem B.
For this, we denote by tr^ Ddh (resp. trcμDdfi) the trace of Ddh restricted to the
horizontal subspace M (resp. the vertical subspace CV) with resepct to the fibra-
tion Φfi Λfj-^Moo. Then we observe that along each fiber of Φ, . tTc^Ddh-}-
dhfa} coincides with the Laplacina of the restriction of h to the fiber, and
hence it holds that
= 0 .
Let {-XJ «=!....,,, be orthonormal frame fields in an open set of M^. Then it fol-
lows from (3.9) that
,
where we put
TOO = grad log %« ,
Π5(A) = Σϊ-i Π2(A; Xa9 Xa)+Π3(h; Xa, Xa)+Π4(h y Xa, Xa) .
Theorem A'(i) implies that
I θ,(Σ:.ι Ddh(±
a
, fy-tr^Ddk) I ^β(i) θ,( \Ddh\),
and also Theorem A'(iii) and (3.1) show that
I θ,(<i*θ7,))+</θ,(Λ) (T.) I ^  I ejdHn+tJ) I +
Moreover by (3.10), we see that
Thus we have
(3.11) I^Θ^-
from which Theorem B (iii) follows. Combining this with Theorem A' (vi), we
can derive the fourth assertion (iv) of the theorem.
It remains to prove the last inequality (vii) of the theorem. For this, we
express the Laplacian of (Id. — Φf oΘ, )(A) as follows:
= (/Λ-Φfoθ<)(ΔίA)+Φfo(θfoΛί-^ββoθί)(A)+
(ΦfoX
β
-Λloφ*)(θ,(A)).
Applying teh estimate (v) of this theorem to (Id. — φf oθi)(Aih)y we get
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I (Id. -Φ,oθ,)(Δ,A) I ^ ε(t) I A(h\
By (3.11) and Theorem A' (ϋ), (vi), we can see that
Moreover it turns out from Theorem A' (ϋi) and (3.10) that
I (Φ*°X.-Δ,.°Φ? ) (θ,(λ)) I ^ e(i) { I ZWΘ,(Λ) I + 1 rfθ,(Λ) | } oΦ,
£6(0 {Θ,< I Ddh I )+(l+θ(-( I Dm \))\h\ cl,»(Λίf)} oφf ,
and hence it follows from Theorem A'(ii), (vi) again that
Therefore we have
||Δ,(Id. -Φ* oθ,.) (A)| UM,.
Λ
.) ^  8(i) {\h\
 c
o(Mp+ 1 Δ,A | co.«(M(0} .
Finally applying Lemma 1.2 to (Id. —Φi°®i)(h)y we get
This completes the proof of Theorem B.
3.3. Remark
Let Mf be a compact Riemannian manifold as in Theorem A. Let ω, be a
positive smooth function on M, such that
J ω dμf = 1 .Mf
and
on M, , where £ is a positive constant (independent of ί). Suppose that Mi
equipped with the measure ω, μ, converges as i goes to infinity to a compact
metric space M*, with a measure ξ^ with respect to the measured Hausdorff
topology, and suppose that M^ is a smooth manifold. Then the density coco of
the limit measure ζ^ is of class C1'* (for any αe(0, 1)). Moreover if the Laplace
operator Δ, of Mi and the operator Xw on MM considered so far are respectively
replaced with the following operators:
j:,/=Δ
ί
/+grad(logω
ί
)(/);
-Co/* = Δ.A+grad (log α>oo) (K) ,
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then the same assertions as in Theorems A and B hold. This fact will be used
in [23, II].
4. Energy spectrum of harmonic mappings into nonpositively
curved manifolds
In this section, we study the energy spectrum of harmonic mappings into
manifolds with nonpositive sectional curvature, and as an application of Theo-
rems A and B, we shall show certain continuity of the energy spectrum in the
topology of measured Hausdorff convergence.
4.1. Review on some basic results on harmonic mappings
Let M=(M,g) and N=(N,h) be two compact Riemannian manifold. Given
a smooth mapping φ of M into N, the energy density e(ψ) is a function
defined by the trace of the induced tensor φ*Λ with respect to the metric g,
and the energy E(φ) of φ is given by
A smooth mapping φ: M-*N is said to be harmonic if the energy functional
E is stationary at φ, or equivalently if the tension filed τ(φ) vanishes.
From now on we assume that N has nonpositive sectional curvature. A
fundamental theorme due to Eells and Sampson [8] asserts that any smooth map-
ping φ: M-»ΛΓ is homotopic to a harmonic mapping which has minimum energy
in its homotopy class. In addition, Hartman [18] showed a uniqueness theorem
saying that if φ0 and φj are homotopic harmonic mappings, then they are
smoothly homotopic through harmonic mappings and the energy is constant on
any arcwise connected set of harmonic mappings (in fact, if {φ
s
:ίe[0, 1]} is
a smooth family of harmonic mappings joining φ0 with φl9 then the energy
density e(φ
s
) (x) at a point x&M is independent of s). We denote by *#(M, N)
the set of all harmonic mappings of M into N, and consider the energy spec-
trum {E(φ)\φ^M(M,N)}. In view of the above results, we may set E(C)
=2?(φ) for a component C of M(M,N), where φ belongs to C. According
to Adachi and Sunada [2], there are explicit positive constants Cl and C2 depend-
ing only on the diameters diam(M), diam(JV), the volumes Vol(M), Vol(ΛΓ), and
the lower bounds on the Ricci curvature of M,ΛΓ such that
, N): E(C)^\2} ^C, exp C2λ
for any λ. For the latter purpose, we put the connected components {C0, Cί9
C2, •••} of A(M, N) in order as follows:
E(Q^E(Q, if P£P'
(hence CQ consists of constant mappings). In addition, we set
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where μM stands for the canonical probability measure Vol(M)"1 dvolf of M and
M
Here for convenience, we understand σ
v
(M, N)—o° if v— 1 is greater than the
number of the components of M(M, N).
Before stating our result in this section, we shall recall briefly the Eells
-Sampson's method to prove the above existence theorem. Given a C1 mapping
φ0: M-+N, we consider solutions of the heat equation
(4,,
Φ / l f = 0 = Φ θ
Then they showed that this equation has a unique solution (φt) defined for all
£^0; φi is continuous at ί=0, along with its first order space derivatives, and
moreover that the limit
φ^x) = lim^oo φt(x)
exists C* uniformly (for all A^O) and defines a harmonic mapping φ^iM-^N
homotopic to φ0. An important observation in their proof of this result is
that the energy density e(φt) of a solution (φt) satisfies
ot
where a positive constant p is taken in such a way that the Ricci curvature
of M is bounded below by — (m— l)p2. This derives the following estimates:
sup e(φt) ^  C3 sup *?(φ0) for t e [0, 1] ,
sup e(φt)^C4\ e(φQ) dvolg for ί^l,
where C3 and C4 are positive constants depending only on M and N. In fact,
when the diameter diam(M ) of M is bounded from above by a constant Z), we
have a explicit positive constant C(m, p, D) depending only on m, p and D
such that C3^C(w,p,D) and O^C(m, p,D)/Vol(M). This can be verified
by the same arguments as in [8, §9] together with the heat kernel estimate due to
Li and Yau [24, Corollary 3.1] and the Bishop-Gromov's volume comparison
theorem [16, 5.3. bis Lemme]. Hence we have
, , , f o r fe[0,l],
(
 '
 }
 sup e(φt)^C(my p, D) E^φ,) for fe 1 .
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This implies in particular that for a harmonic mapping φ^M(M, N),
(4.3) supe(φ)^C(m
ί
pJD)ElίΛε(φ),
which is observed also in [2].
4.2. Statements of results
We are now in a position to state
Theorem 4.1. Let {Mi}i=lt2>... be a sequence of m-dimensional compact Rie-
mannian manifolds the sectional curvature of which is bounded in the absolute value
by 1. Suppose Mi with the canonical measure μ~μM. converges to a compact
metric space MM with a Borel measure μ^ of unit mass with respect to the measured
Hausdorff topology. Let N be a compact Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sec-
tional curvature. Then for any v, the limit of σ
v
(M, , N) as i goes to infinity exists
if ω= oo or if ω<°° and v<ω\ and σ^(MhN) diverges otherwise, where ω stands
for the number of the arcwise connected components of continuous mappings of M^
into N if it is finite, and ω—<*> otherwise.
Before the proof of the theorem, we make some remarks. Let M*,, μ^ and
N be as above and let g* be the Riemannian metric of class Olf*(αe(0,1)) on
Moo\2, where 2 denotes the singular set of M^. Then for any Lipschitz mapp-
ing φeC^Moo, N), the energy density e(φ) can be defined almost everywhere
on Moo\Σ and it is bounded there. Hence we can define the energy of φ with
respect to the measure μ* by
which may be written as
•<*>=-1.
..(*)=(JM<
since μ00(Σ)=0. Then correspondingly to the Eells-Sampson's and Hartman's
results, we have the following
Assertion 4.2. There exists a Lipschitz mapping φ in a given homotopy
class θ of C^Moo, N) suck that
(4.4) .^(Φ) = inf{^(Φ):φeβ}.
Such a mapping φ is of class C2 *(αe(0, 1)) on M^\Σ9 and it satisfies there
(4.5) r00(φ)+dφ(gτad log 3C) = 0 ,
where Too(Φ) denotes the tension field of the mapping φ: MJ^Σ-^N, and %«
stands for the density of the measure μ* with respect to the Riemannian measure
dvolgoo as in §1.4; in addition,
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(4.6) e(Φ)
on M^XΣ, where C is a positive constant depending only on m and the diameter
of Moo. Moreover the set of Lipschitz mappings satisfying (4.4) is arcwise connected.
When the limit space M^ is a smooth manifold, we may assume that the
metric g^ and the density %«,<, of the measure //,«> are also smooth, because we can
approximate them respectively by smooth ones as mentioned in 1.3 and 1.4. Hence
the above assertion (except that the constant C in (4.6) depends only on the
dimension m and the diameter of M^) can be derived from the Eells-Sampson's
and Hartman's results. See [25] or [9, (10.20)] for details. Letting G8(£>0)
be Riemannian metrics on the product manifold MM X S
1
 of M*, and the unit
circle S^S1, dθ2) defined by
we note that a map φ: M^-^N satisfies equation (4.5) if and only if φ°π\ M^x
Sl-+N is harmonic with respect to G
ε
 for any £>0, where π: M^xS^M,,
denotes the canonical projection. Assertion 4.2 in the general case will be
verified in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
In view of Assertion 4.2, we set
for a connected component θ of CQ'l(M^ N). Then we can put as before the
components {00, Θί9 Θ2, •••} in order so that
θϊ) if
Theorem 4.1 implies actually that for each v,
lim,.^  σ
v
(M, , N) = σ^M^
 μooy N) ,
where we set
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1: the case M<» is smooth
Let (M, , μf) and (M ,^ μ^) be as in Theorem 4.1. We shall first consider the
case the limit space MM is a smooth manifold. Let Φ,: M^M^ be a smooth
submersion over M^ as in Theorem A, and let Φf : [Moo, N]->[Miy N] be the
induced map of the set of homotopy classes [M ,^ N] of Lipschitz mappings
O^Meo, N) into the set of homotopy classes [Mi9 N] of Lipschitz mappings
C0'1 .^, N) defined by Φf ([Φ])=[Φf (Φ)] for φeC0'1^-, N).
We take first a sequence {£(/)} converging to zero in such a way that the
diameter of the fiber ΦΓ1^) over a point z of M«, is bounded from above by 6(i).
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Let ψ be a smooth mapping of Mt into Ny and let ψt be the solution of equa-
tion (4.1) with ψv,=ψ». Then it follows from (4.2) that for every ίe(0, co], the
energy density e(ψt) satisfies
^ C5 sup e(ψ) if t e (0, 1]
if
on Mf., where C0 is a positive constant depending only on m and an upper bound,
say Z), for the diameters of M{. Therefore for all ί^l and for every
and all x9y^ΦT\z)9 we have
Let «σ: N^>Rq be an isometric embedding of AT into some Euclidean pace Rq.
Then we have a smooth family of mappongs θ^wo'ψ ,-) of M ,^ into Λ* satisfying
if ίe(0,l],
.f ίe[1)0o]
Let ΛΓ
r
 be a tubular r-neighborhood of w(N) in Rq such that the projection
map Π: N
r
-*N can be defined. In what follows, we fix a positive constant K
and we assume that Eμ.. (ψ) is less than K. Take large ί so that 8(i)C(m, D)Klf2
is less than r, then we can define a smooth family of mappings A^ψt) (ίG[l, oo])
of Moo into ΛΓ by
We observe first that
(4.7) diβ
for all x&Mi9 where r is a positive constant depending only on the embedding
w:N-*Rq. Here we assume that ε(i)τO(m, D)Kί/2 is less than the injectivity
radius of N. Then (4.7) implies that for each ίe[l, oo],
Φι is homotopic to ψj and hence to -ψ , namely,
(4.8)
Secondly we notice that
(4.9) ^
and hence
(4.10)
where €'(i) is a positive constant which goes to zero as i tends to infinity. In-
deed, it follows from Theorem B (vi) that
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I Φf (θ,(woψ..))
where £"(/) is as in Theorem B and αe(0, 1). Since ψo, is harmonic, it satis-
fies
= tr
where S stands for the second fundamental form of the embedding w: N-*Rq.
Therefore it turns out from the elliptic regularity estimates that
(4.H) Iwoψ-lc^^^Cβ^ψ^+l)
for some constant O6>0 depending only on w, fl, #^(0, 1) and the embedding
w: N-*Rqy and hence
Now (4.9) is clear, because of the properties of the projection Π and the fibra-
tion Φ{.
Given a homotopy class Θ^[M^ N], let φ: M<*-*N be a smooth mapping
of Moo into N in this class. Then by Theorem A (/) ,we see that
where £(3)(z) is a positive constant as in Theorem A, and hence we have
(4.12) E^Φ* 5)
Now we set [Mi9N]κ:={θ^[Mi9N]: Eμf(θ)<K} and also [M
[M^N]: E^(e}<K}. Let φ: M..-+N be a mapping in a class
satisfying Eμ,oo(φ)=Eμ.oo(Θ). Let (Φ*φ), be the solution of equation (4.1). Since
the energy density e(φ) is bounded by C7Eμoo(φ) for some constant C7>0 de-
pending only on M ,^ taking sufficiently large ί, we may assume that At((Φΐφ)t)
can be defined for all ίe(0, oo]. We notice that in this case, ^((Φfφ),) con-
verges to the given mapping φ as t goes to zero. This implies that θ=[φ]=
o)]. Thus by (4.12), we obtain
£μ,(Φ? θ) = E^KΦfφ) J)
(4.13) ;
Hence we have by (4.12) and (4.13)
(4.14) |^ W-^(Φ
for all ^^[Moo, ΛΓ]^ and for large /, where {δ(/)} is a sequence of positive con-
stants which converges to zero as i goes to infinity and which is independnet
ofK.
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Moreover for two classes θ and Θ'^M^ N]
κ
 take mappings φ and φ' of
AT*, into N satisfying EιtJ(φ)=Eμβo(θ) and Eμβo(φ')=EμβΛ(θf) respectively. Sup-
pose Φf φ is homotopic to Φf φ'. Then we have a smooth family of harmonic
mappings ψ5(0^s<^l) joining ψ0=(Φfφ)oo to Λ]rι=(φfφ')00 which gives rise to a
homotopy of the smooth mappings Af(^
s
) between A{((Φf φ)oo) and A ((Φf Φ%)
for large ί. This shows that φ is homotopic to φ', namely θ=θ'. Thus in
view of this observation, (4.8) and (4.14), we can deduce that if K does not be-
long to the energy spectrum {σ^(M^ μ<», N)}, then for large i, Φf actually in-
duces a bijection between [M ,^ N]
κ
 and [M, , N]
κ
 satisfying (4.14). This shows
the assertion of Theorem 4.1 in the case M^ is smooth.
We shall here make an observation on the convergence of harmonic mapp-
ings considered. Fix first a positive integer v and set
t N): E^φ) = σ v(M,, N)}
, N): E^(φ) = <r
v
(M», μ., N)}
Here it is assumed that C£° corresponds to C^ via the fibration Φ, : Mf -»Moo
Then for large / and for any φ^C^\ we have a smooth mapping A{(φ): M^—^
( C Rq). It follows from (4.9) and Theorem B (ii) that
for some constant C8>0, where p^(l, oo). Hence taking account of (4.9), we
see that for any neighborhood of Gζ* in the C1** topology, -4f(C£°) lies in
the neighborhood for large /.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1: the case ΛfΌo is not smooth
In this case, as mentioned in 0.3, we consider the frame bundle FM{ of M,
equipped with the canonical Riemannian metric. We first remark that for a
harmonic mapping φ^M(M^ N), the pull-back 7rfφ of φ by the bundle projec-
tion πi\FMi-^Mi is also harmonic, namely π^φ^M(FMiy N), and moreover for
two harmonic mappings φ and ψG<ffί(Mi9 N), they are homotopic if so are the
pull-backs πf φ and τr*ψ, because all the fibers of FM{ are totally geodesic. In
this sense, the space M(Mh N) and its connected components {££f)} can be iden-
tified respectively with the subspace of ^(FM^N) which consists of O(m)-
invariant harmonic mappings and the subset of the connected components of
M(FM^ N).
Now we assume that FMi with its canoncal probability measure μ. conver-
ges to a metric space F* with a Borel measure μf with respect to the measured
Hausdorff topology. Then F^ is actually a smooth manifold with C1'* metric on
which the orthogonal group O(ni) acts as isometrics in such a way that M^ is iso-
metric to the quotient space FM00/O(m). In what follows, we will identify the
space of Lipschitz mappings C^tl(M^ N) of M^ into N with O(nί) -in variant
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Lipschitz mappings in the space O^jFU, A/"). Let /,: Mj-+Ny /t : FM«>-+N and
Φ f: FMi-*Nbe as in 0.3. Then as we have just shown, for a given constant
K>0 which does not belongs to the energy spectrum {σ^(FM^ μ«>, ΛΓ)}, Φ,
induces a bijection of [F^, N]
κ
 onto [FMiy N]κ for large i. Let θ be a homo-
topy class in [F^, N]
κ
 which contains an O(τw)-invariant Lipschitz mapping φ.
Then for all z^FMi and #eO(w), we have
)), Φ(Φ, M))
il φ disFoo(Φ,(*), ΛWJ+dis
dil φ disFJ/;(α*), Φ,(α*))
where dil φ denotes the dilatation of φ and {δ'(i)} is a sequence of positive
constants with lim,-^ δ'(z')— 0 such that
for all z^FMf. Hence for large i so that 2 dil φ δ'(z') is less than the injectivity
radius of Ny Φfφ is homotopic to some O(τw)-invariant mapping. This implies
in particular that the harmonic mappings belonging to the homotopy class Φ*θ
are all O(m)-invariant. On the other hand, let φ be an O(w)-invariant harmonic
mapping in [FM{, N]κ. Then as in 4.3, for large ί, we can define a smooth
mapping A{(φ) of ίU into N and we see that Af(φ) is almost O(w)-invariant,
namely,
for all z^Fn and a^O(m), where δ"(i) is a sequence of positive constants with
lim<Veβ S
/7(i)=0. Therefore the homotopy class θ to which A^φ) belongs
contains some O(w)-invariant Lipschitz mappong, if i is so large that δ"(i) is
less than the injectivity radius of N. Moreover as we noted at the end of 4.3,
Af(φ) is close to the space of mappings ψ in θ such that Eρ:
oo
(\^)=E^JΘ).
Now it is not hard to see from these observations that the assertions of
Theorem 4.1 and also Assertion 4.2 hold even in the case the singular set Σ
of Moo is not empty.
4.5. Remark
In Theorem 4.1, we fix the target manifold N. However, it is possible to relax
this condition as follows:
Let {Ny}y
βlf2f... be a sequence of compact Riemannian manifolds of dimen-
sion rt such that
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(i) — a2<^ the sectional curvature of Nj<^0
(ii) the diameter of Nj ^b
(iii) the injectivity radius of N^c
for positive constants a, b and c. Suppose Nj converges to a metric space N* with
respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Let M{ be as in Theorem 4.1.
Then for each v,
lirn,.,^  <r
v
(M,., JVy) = σv(M», μ», NM) .
Here we recall that N» is actually a smooth manifold of dimention n with
metric of class C1'* (for any αe(0, 1)) and there exist Cl * diffeomorphisms
hj . ΛL-WVy such that the metrics KfNj converge to the metric of ΛL in the C1>β
topology (0</?<α*). Hence we can define the energy spectrum {σ
v
(M<χ>, μ«, ΛL)}
as before.
Appendix
We consider a certain family of local smooth maps defined on open sub-
sets of a complete Riemannian manifold into another manifold and provide some
estimates for its center-of-mass up to the third derivatives in Lemmas A.l~
A.3. which are used to prove Theorem A' in Section 2. The results in these
lemmas are able to be derived from the standard results on the derivatives of
exponential mappings of Riemannian manifolds. We will prove them here for
the completeness.
Let M and N be complete Riemannian manifolds. Suppose we have a local-
ly finite open covering {U
Λ
}
ΛGA of N and a family of smooth maps fΛ: UΛ-+M.
Let us take a partition of unity {ξ
Λ
}
ΛSA subordinate to the covering {UΛ}ΛeA.
In what follows, we will assume that the conditions stated below hold :
(C.I) the sectional curvature of M is bounded by a positive constant Λo in
its absolute value, and the curvature tensor R of M satisfies: \DR\ ^Λi
and I DDR \ <SΛ2 for some positive constants Λx and Λ2;
(C.2) the injectivity radius of M is greater than or equal to a positive constant
*;
(C.3) if we denote by δ the supremum of the distance between f
Λ
(x) and
f
β
(x) when x^N and indices or, β range so that x^U
Λ
Π U
βy then δ^
r0f where r0:=min{^, τr/4Λ0}
(C.4) the multiplicity of the covering {U
Λ
}
Λ
^A is less than or equal to a posi-
tive integer v
(C.5) there are positive constants T1 and Γ2 such that for each a, \dξΛ\ ^SΓΊ
and \Ddξ
Λ
\^T2.
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Now by (C.2), (C.3) and (C.4), we have uniquely a smooth map F: N-*M,
called a center-of-mass of {/J with weight {£J , such that for each
where exp^ stands for the exponential map of M at a point q (cf. e.g., [5: §8]).
For the sake of convenience, we set
for (pyq)^MχM with d(p, q)<rQ. Then the definition of the map F reads
> .* = 0 .
In what follows, we will identify the tangent space of the product manifold
MX M at a point (/>, q) with the direct sum TpM®TqM of the tangent spaces
TPM and TqM of M at the points p and 5.
To begin with, we want to estimate the differential dF of F. Let us first
fix a point x
ϋ
 of ΛΓ and then take a neighborhood F of XQ in ΛΓ and a neighborhood
S of .F(Λ
 O) in M in such a way that F(V)C.B and there are orthonormal frame
fields -fo, •••, e
m
} (w:=dim M) over B. Define smooth functions Efi
(i=l, — ,m)by
To give estimates for the derivatives dΈi and DdEi3 we define one-forms ω{ and
covariant tensors ίlf of degree 2 (ί=l, •••, m) on SxB by
, q), .{DDe£Γ, U)+DDe((U,
where (p, q)<=BxB, T, E7e Γ^Λf, F, WeTfM, and Po denotes the parallel dis-
placement from T9M to TPM along a unique minimal geodesic joining q with p.
Then for all£, geB, tangent vectors T, UGTPM and tangent vectors V,
T9M, we have
(A.2) I dE,(T®V)-ω,(T@V) l^CAl dis(p, q)2 ( \ T \ + \ V \ ) ,
(A.3) I DdE,(T®V, U®W)-Ωi(T®V, U®W)\ ^
(A! dis(p, ί)+AS)(l+AS dis(/»,
 9)2) X
dis(^9)(|r||l/| + | C / | | F |
where C is a positive constant depending only on r0Λ0. We omit the proofs
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for these estimates, since they can be verified by the standard comparison argu-
ments. Now we return to (A.I), from which it follows that
(A.4) Σ.
eyl ξΛWfJ = 0 (i=l, .-., m)
on F, and hence by differentiating (A.4), we obtain
Σ-β* d^(X) Eι(F,fo+ξ. dEi(dF(X)®dfΛ(X)) = 0
for any x^V and X^TXN. Then applying (A.2) to dEiy and using (A.4),
(C.3), (C.4) and (C.5), we see that
for Jre7yV(#eF). Here and after, P
Λ
(dfJ(X)) denotes the parallel displae-
ment of df
Λ
(X) along a unique minimal geodesic joining f
Λ
(x) to F(x), and C'ί
stand for positive constants depending only on r0Λ0 unless otherwise stated.
Moreover for simplicity, we denote by Σ« the summation over the indices a
such that £
Λ
(#)ΦO. Now the following lemma is clear from (A.5).
Lemma A.l. Under the above notations, it holds :
l«W-Σ^εΛ°#J£C*{^^
onN.
In order to estimate the second fundamental form DdF of the map jP, we
differentiate twice the left side of (A.4) and get
(ί=l, •••,/»). We will assume in this paragraph that
(A.6) I De, I (F(x0)) = 0 (ί= 1, •», m) .
Then for unit tangent vectors X and Y at x0, we obtain the following identity:
ωί
(dF(Y)®df
a
(Y))} +
-dF(X)+P
a
(df
a
(X)), ei(F)y+dEi(dF(X)®dfa(X))-
ω((dF(X)®dfa(X))} +
ξ
a
K-DdF(X, Y)+P
a
(Ddf
a
(X, Y)),
 £i(F)y +
dEi(DdF(X,Y)®Ddfa(X, Y))-ωi(DdF(X, Y)®Ddfa(X,Y))} +
ξ
Λ
DdE{(dF(X)®dfa(X), dF(Y)φdfa(Y))] = 0 .
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Then it follows from this identity together with (A.3) that
I DdF(X, Y)-Σ«SA <ξ«
Λ?δ2( I DdF I +Σ'« I Ddf. I )} +Π1(X, Y) .
Here we set
Π,(X, Y) = Σ?-ι I Σ.MM ξ
Λ
DdE{(dF(X)φdfa(X), dF( Y)®dfΛ( Y)) | .
Observe that Hι(X, Y) can be written as
τiι(X,Y) = ΣΓ-i \^AUDdEi-nί)(dF(X)®dfa(X), dF(Y)®dfa(Y))\,
where we have used the fact that for all i=l, •••, m,
Σ,^ιfA = o at F(XU),
because of (A.3) and (A.5). Hence it turns out from (A.3) that
(A.8) [U^X, Y) I ^ CXA^+ASXl+ASWIiiFI +Σ« \df
m
\ ) .
Thus by (A.7) and (A. 8), we have the following
Lemma A.2. Under the above notations, it holds on N :
βe
Λ rff.Θ(P.orfΛ)| ^
^ \df
a
\)+Al82(\ DdF\ +Σ'
a
 I ZM/
We are now in a position to give an estimate for the covariant derivative
DDdF of the second fundamental form DdF. So far as DDdF is concerned, we
need apparently to carry out direct but longer calculations for estimating it.
However, since it is sufficient for our purpose to get locally a rough estimate
for DDdF, we will omit the details. To state our result on DDdF, we will
assume in addition to (C.1~C.5) that
(C.6) there is a positive constant λ such that on M, |έίP|^λ, \DdF\<*\,
\df
Λ
\ ^λ, and I DdfΛ ^λ for any a^A\
Moreover let us fix a coordinate system (x^ •••, x
m
) on B and use the orthonor-
mal frame fields {ely •••,£„} obtained from the natural vector fields {9/9#i, •••,
d/dx
m
} by the Gram-Schmidt's procedure, and let us assume that
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(C.7) there is a positive constant Γ3 such that | De{\ ^Γ3 (/==!, •••, m) on B.
Then it turns out from direct computations that on BχB>
(A.9) I DDdE{(p, q) - <β(p, q), DDDe{(p)y \ ^
C*(dis(p, g)Λ1( dis(j), ?)*Λ2)(1+Γ3+ 1 DDe.\)(p) ,
where C*($, t) stands for a positive function depending on m, Λ0, and rQ such
that C*(ί, £) remains bounded as long as the variables s, t are kept to be bound-
ed. Now taking the covariant derivative of the hessian of the left-hand side in
(A.3), carrying out computations directly and then applying (A.9) to DDdEit we
are able to show the following
Lemma A.3. Under the conditions (C.1)<^(C.7) and the same notations
as above, it holds oft V :
I DDdξ
a
\ +ΣΓ-ι
Here O**=C**(m, Λ0, δΛD δ?Λ2, λ, v, rQ, Γlf Γ2, Γ3) is a positive constant which
depends on the quantities in the parenthesis, and which has the property that it re-
mains bounded if so are the quantities.
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